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Abstract This paper considers conflicts that arise and socio-
economic problems involved in managing fugitive resources,
especially transborder or transfrontier ones when economic de-
velopment occurs. To do this it concentrates on the situation of
turtles and of dugong in Southeast Asian and Australian waters.
Particular attention is given to turtle farming and to zoning as
conservation strategies and the use of marine parks for resource
management. Questions are raised about the responsibilities of
developed countries such as Australia for conserving species that
migrate to less developed countries.
Introduction
Economic development, as in Southeast Asia, is often accompanied
by intensified conllict about the use of resources, including marine
resources. This is especially the case for common-access or common-
property resources. "Ocean" resources are frequently held as com-
mon property, and it is therefore important to take this fact into
account when discussing the utilization of marine resources (cf.
Comitini 1969). Increases in population, rising per capita income
with associated rising demands for goods and services, and the
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introduction of new technologies are placing increasing pressures
on the world's limited resources {Barney 1980}. Economic growth
and change in many less developed countries (LDCs) is leading to a
breakdown in customary controls on the use of common property
{Ciriacy-Wantrup 1963: 109; Tisdell 1983), and new social ap-
proaches to the use of these resources need to be sought. Similar
problems arise for fugitive resources {Ciriacy-Wantrup 1963). which
may also be transboundary {Munro 1982) or transfrontier {OECD
1974, 1976) resources—that is. moving from one jurisdiction to
another. The existence of fugitive species may be endangered, and
the utilization or lack of conservation of ihese species may be
accompanied by increasing welfare or economic efficiency losses
as development proceeds, as well as mounting internal and inter-
national social conflict.
Turtles and dugong are significant fugitive species in Southeast
Asian and northern Australiati waters and have been subjected to
pressure as a result of economic development. Furthermore, turtles,
and to a lesser extent dugong, are transboundary or transfrontier
resources. Biologists consider the dugong to be endangered and are
concerned about the prospects for survival of a number of species
of turtles. Both species have functional values {e.g., they are used
for food), as well as existence value for some residents of developed
countries and particular groups in some LDCs; for example, the
dugong has special existence value for the Kiwai people of Papua
New Guinea {Hudson 1983b).
In this paper, socioeconomic problems involved in managing
turtles and dugong, especially in Southeast Asia and Australia, are
examined. Particular attention is given to the possible effects of
turtle farming on the conservation of the green turtle. Limitations
of management policies, such as those involving marine zoning, are
discussed. Taking the Great Barrier Reef Marine Park as an ex-
ample, marine parks involving zoning are considered as a possible
management approach. Questions are also raised about the respon-
sibility of a developed country such as Australia for conserving
transboundary species, such as turtles and dugong, shared by LDCs
in Southeast Asia and elsewhere. Let us first consider the situation
of marine turtles and later that of the dugong.Conflicts about Turtles and Dugong gj
Marine Turtles, Especially the Green Turtle,
Chelonia mydas
There are seven recognized species of sea turtles. Of these the best
known are (1) the green turtle, Chelonia mydas; (2) the hawksbill
turtle, Eretmochelys imbricata; (3) the loggerhead, Caretta caretta;
and (4) the leatherback turtle, Dermochelys coriacea. The normal
range of these species is confined to tropical waters, and they occur
widely throughout Southeast Asia and in the northern waters of
Australia. All of the species are utilized in one way or another by
man, and these practices have led to serious depletions of their
populations.
The eggs of all these species are eaten by man and are eagerly
sought after in many Southeast Asian countries. The green turtle
(so-called because of the color of its fat) is especially valuable to
man. Not only is it valued for its meat, oil, and shell, but also its
skin is used for the leather trade and its cahpee is a prized ingre-
dient of soup (Bustard 1972; Clayton 1975; Considine and Winberry
1978). It was once numerous in tropical shallow seas but is now
greatly depleted by man's predation, and it is virtually extinct in
some areas of its former range. However, it is still relatively abun-
dant in tropical Australian waters, and important rookeries occur
on some northern Australian beaches. The green turtle also breeds
in Southeast Asia, and three small islands off Sarawak are said to
form one of the largest green turtle rookeries in the world (Bustard
1972: 26). However, there has been a significant decline in the
numbers of turtles in the Sarawak area due, it appears, to egg
harvesting rather than to the taking of turtles—turtle meat is not
favored by Muslims in the area.
The green turtle, unlike other major sea turtles, is predominantly
vegetarian except in the first year of its life. Other sea turtles are
either carnivorous or omnivorous and are less edible than the green
turtle, the meat of which provides a quality steak with a taste
described as between that of veal and chicken. The meat is high
in protein and extremely low in fat (Clayton 1975).
The loggerhead turtle is almost entirely carnivorous. Its meat,
like that of all nonvegetarian sea turtles, is less edible than that of92 Clem Tisdell
the green turtle. Nevertheless, it is sometimes eaten by people.
Furthermore.
Their eggs arc relished by coastal people everywhere. As a result ofthe
population explosion together with the general availability of power
boats, this threat has increased greatly for all species of sea turtle.
Uninhahited rookeries formerly never visited by people can now be
visited regularly in order to collect eggs. (Bustard 1972: 29-30)
Mainland rookeries of this species and others are also being ad-
versely affected by human encroachment and activities.
The hawksbill turtle is omnivorous. It provides tortoiseshell and
has been heavily exploited for this purpose. It nests in small num-
bers in scattered areas, which include small islands in the South
China Sea and in northern Australian waters. Unlike the green
turtle, it has countless scattered nesting grounds. It is more com-
monly taken at sea than on land. Not only is it of value for its
shell, but also its eggs are eaten, its skins are in demand, its meat
is eaten by some coastal people, and a method has been found of
succe.ssfully using the calipee in soup.
The leatherback turtle is the largest marine turtle and lives mostly
on jellyfish. It seems to be seriously threatened by the harvesting
of its eggs. The most important of its nesting grounds outside of
the Americas is reported by Bustard {1972) to be in Trengganu {in
eastern Malaya) where between 850 and 1.600 females are thought
to nest each season. He claims that the Trengganu rookery is
seriously overexploited:
Unfortunately, the eggs are harvested as food in Trengganu and. due
to very efficient marketing, virtually every nest is located and the eggs
removed. To date conservation cfTori has not been able to secure nearly
suflicient eggs for hatchery incuhation to offset the tremendous drain
imposed hy human consumption of virtually the total egg lay. It seems
certain that the Trengganu rookery is being seriously over-exploited
but it has not yet proved possible to reduce the level of exploitation.
{Bustard 1972: 34)
I shall concentrate on the economics of the conservation of the
green turtle, the species with the widest range of uses by man.Conflicts ahout Turtles and Duijong 93
This species is now being commercially farmed in the Cayman
Islands of the West Indies and is being ranched elsewhere.
The green turtle spends most of its life at sea and lives for ap-
proximately 15-20 years, browsing in shallow waters. Mature fe-
males come ashore at night to lay their eggs in the sand at a limited
number of rookeries, which can become quite crowded. Over the few
weeks of the laying season in each year, mature females lay 300-
500 eggs, with each nest or clutch averaging about 100 eggs. In
between clutches, females return to the water near the rookeries
where they are fertilized by congregating males. The turtles and their
eggs are very prone to human predation in their rookeries and in
the sea near them.
Young turtles hatch from the eggs approximately 60 days after
the eggs have been laid and make their way to the sea on moon-
lit nights. They are believed to identify the sea by light refraction,
and the presence of car lights or lights from human habitation can
cause the young to move toward this source (and their destruction)
rather than the sea. The hatching rate of eggs varies greatly but
is approximately 50%. Natural predation from animals and birds
takes a toll on land, and marine predators eagerly await the mass
of young hatchlings reaching the sea. Of the eggs, "Perhaps I in
1,000 survive beach and shorehne predation and subsequent ocean
life to achieve maturity" (Clayton 1975: 9).
Little is known of the movement patterns of young turtles. How-
ever, it is known that adult turtles migrate long distances. Bio-
logists at the University of Venezuela have tracked turtle migrations
of 3,219 km (2,000 miles) (Bellairs, 1969, vol. 2, p. 421), and Carr
(1968) has observed movements of 2,254 km (1,400 miles) from
breeding grounds in the Atlantic. In Australia, green turtles tagged
on Heron Island in Queensland have been recovered in New
Caledonia, more than 1,000 miles away, and north of Papua New
Guinea. It seems very likely that some of the green turtles nesting
in northern Austraha use feeding grounds in Southeast Asia and
vice versa. The extent of the intermixing of the populations is,
however, uncertain. Yet there can be no doubt that this is a fugitive
species and that it ranges beyond the territorial waters of countries
in the region and into the territorial waters of other countries in94 Clem Tisdell
the region. It is to some extent a common natural resource for the
region.
The green turtle is reputed to return to the beach on which it
was born on to breed (Jayewardene 1982; Clayton 1975). Indeed,
some writers claim that it returns almost to the precise spot where
it was born (a position analogous to that of salmon). While there
is scientific evidence for return of turtles to the beaches where they
were born. Bustard (1972: 133) suggests that green turtles may not
return to the exact location of previous nesting but to the same
general area. Carr. Main, and Smart (1973) provide strong evidence,
from variations in turtle shell patterns on islands in the Torres
Straits ofl" Northern Australia, that turtles tend to return for nesting
to the site of their birth or close by. The question of return is of
some importance for the economics of conservation within a
rookery area. If a rookery is zoned or parts of it are zoned for
commercial use, to what extent would those with rights to the
rookery have an incentive to conserve turtles or their eggs? To what
extent can conservation at a rookery be successful? What national
gains can be made by conserving and maintaining turtle stocks?
Stocks of the green turtle are being depleted by (1) the collection
of their eggs at rookeries, (2) the capture of females while nesting
at rookeries, (3) the capture of males and females in the waters
adjoining rookeries—densities are high here at nesting time and
mating is an important preoccupation, (4) their capture at other
times, mostly in the shallow waters of their feeding grounds, and
(5) the encroachment of human habitats and mining on breeding
grounds, which destroy or reduce the value of these grounds. The
demand for eggs, meat, shells, and other products derived from the
green turtle is substantial both in local areas and in international
markets. Even in the absence of any international trade, the species
would be placed under pressure in Southeast Asia by local demand
for eggs and other products.
Carr, while mentioning that southeastern Asia provides impor-
tant nesting grounds for various species of turtles, points out the
following:
The preservation and wise exploitation of marine turtles is an inter-
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commute over a quarter of the world. In different parts of the world
they are put to difFerent human uses, and local conservation agencies
disagree as to both the survival stalus of sea turtles and the steps
needed to protect them. In one place only eggs are harvested; in another
only the mature turtles, away from the nesting beach are hunted; in
still other places, both eggs and nesting females are ruthlessly taken.
(Carr 1968: 229)
Although protection measures may be taken in one area to con-
serve turtles, these may be thwarted by lack of controls elsewhere.
For example, quotas or closed seasons on the catch of adult turtles
in one area may fail to maintain a turtle population if eggs are being
extensively harvested elsewhere, and vice versa.
A number of methods can be adopted to help increase the chances
of survival of population ofthe species. Nesting grounds or rookeries
(or at least some of these) can be made national parks. In the United
States and Australia some such parks have been established. How-
ever, it is not so easy to establish such parks effectively in some
ofthe LDCs. The livelihood of many coastal people can be greatly
affected, and they may have few alternative employment prospects.
Quotas may be placed on the egg take in particular areas, or limited
seasons for collection of eggs and for the capture of turtles in par-
ticular areas may be promulgated. However, poaching is a serious
problem in many LDCs. Resources for the enforcement of laws are
scarce, and nonenforcement of laws sometimes indicates rational
political ambivalence by governments.
Prospects for the enforcement of laws needs to be considered
seriously. For example. Bustard points out,
The hawksbiil [turtle] is well known in the Fiji Islands where it has
been the subject of gross over-exploitation and is greatly depleted in
numbers, This has occurred despite excellent legislation on paper, which
protectsaduU turtles ofall species from November to February inclusive
(the main breeding time) and the eggs ofall species at ail times. Poaching
is rife, the adult turtles are taken for food and the eggs collected wher-
ever possible. (Bustard 1972: 310)
Jayewardene points out that in Sri Lanka the law gives complete
protection to turtles, but it is not enforced effectively:9(5 Clem Tisdell
It is an offence for any person to possess, capture, kill, injure and take
these animals or destroy eggs of turtles. The fishermen, the law enforce-
ment agencies and the general public are well aware of these laws but
the depredations continue. Soon after the law concerning turtles was
promulgated, it was suspended for a period of two years on the repre-
sentations made by fishermen whose livelihood was supposedly affected
hy the banning of their "traditional" form of employment.
Now more than two years have passed but the capture of turtles and
the destruction of their eggs still occurs. The penalties imposed on those
who are found guilty under these laws should be harder so that they
will be more ofa deterrent. (Jayewardene 1982: 23, 25)
A number of writers propose heavier penalties for breaches of
laws protecting turtles. Bustard (1972: 191, 192), after pointing out
that ineffectively enforced protection legislation is relatively worth-
less (except as evidence of an enlightened government), suggests
that "poachers weigh up the possibility of being caught (and con-
victed) against the potential gain from poaching" (p. 191). He
suggests that this being the case, heavier penalties for a given proba-
biUty of detection will have a deterrent effect. However, jusl how
responsive are poachers to heavier penalties and policing? (Recent
work on crime economics underlines the importance of empirically
investigating such effects, see, for example. Buck et al. 1983). Is it
politically possible to impose major penalties on turtle utilization
in particular localities where this utilization is important? Is there
not a low limit to the penalties that low-income earners can be
forced to pay? (Their economic bases for paying fines are small.)
Furthermore, in some countries law and order is tenuous. The fact
may have to be accepted that in some developing countries and
for some time yet, no effective way will be found to enforce protec-
tive legislation, except maybe in small pockets of these countries.
It might be noted that conservationist groups in Sri Lanka and
Malaysia purchase turtle eggs from collectors to prevent them from
being consumed, incubate them, and release the hatchlings to the
sea (Jayewardene 1982; Bustard 1972). To the extent that this prac-
tice forces up the price of eggs it may lead to a rise in their collec-
tion. Only if the overall supply of eggs is perfectly inelastic does
the purchase by the conservation bodies represent the total numberConflicts about Turtles and Dugong 97
of eggs saved from human consumption and contribute fully to
conservation.
Even if one can effectively control the exploitation of sea turtles,
their conservation in addition requires the protection of their
rookery habitats. With the growth of coastal-based tourism and
increasing human population requiring greater urban space, in-
creasing demands are being made on rookery sites. The Mon Repos
rookery near Bundaberg in Queensland provides one example
where real estate developers and the local council have had a long-
standing conflict with conservationists (Bustard 1972; "Housing
row over turtles," Courier Mail Brisbane, January 16,1984). Archie
Carr (1968: 231) points out that partly because sea turtles require
peace and wild shores for breeding, large colonies have been wiped
out in Florida, the Bahamas, Bermuda, and the Hawaiian Archi-
pelago. In a situation of real estate development versus con-
servation of a site, it very often turns out that benefactors from
conservation (e.g., nature lovers, harvesters of turtles) are scattered,
and their individual gains from preventing development may be
small, whereas developers have a concentrated interest in a site and
stand to obtain large individual gains. The economics of politics
in such cases suggests that developers are likely to succeed politi-
cally even when the net social benefit is reduced by development
(Downs 1957; Olson 1965; Tisdeil 1982: 530, 531). Nevertheless,
developers do not always have political success.
The prospects for conservation of sea turtles in the wild are con-
sidered to be so uncertain that many look toward the farming of
sea turtles as a means of conserving and utilizing turtles. Some
conservationists also believe that farming of turtles will reduce
incentives to harvest turtles in the wild.
A sharp distinction needs to be drawn between ranching and
farming of turtles. At the present time, ranching is by far the more
common activity. "Ranches" are dependent on eggs taken from the
wild to produce their stock, whereas farms supply eggs from their
own breeding stock and do not draw on wild populations. Conser-
vationists, such as the International Union for Conservation of
Nature and Natural Resources (IUCN), have deplored ranch-type
activities except on a pilot research basis because ranches encour-
age an increase in the collection of eggs from the wild. On the other98 Clem Tisdell
hand, it is claimed that higher hatching rates from eggs and sur-
vival rates can be obtained under ranching than in the wild, and
if a suitable number of hatchlings are released to the wild, wild
stocks of turtles will not be seriously depleted (Raj 1977: 15).
Ranching is reported to be common in the Pacific—for example,
in the Cook Islands. Hatchlings are reared in artificial ponds and
sometimes in fenced areas of the sea. At the present time, the likely
overall impact of ranching on the supply of turtle products and on
the size of wild stocks is not clear but a definite risk exists of this
practice leading to reduced wild stocks.
The world's first turtle farm was established on Grand Cayman
Island in the West Indies by Mariculture Ltd. It began originally
as a ranching venture, and year-old turtles raised at the hatchery
from incubated eggs were released into an enclosed sea area to feed
on sea grasses. But because of predation and other factors, this
method proved to be uneconomic (Considine and Winberry 1978:
53). In 1971 operations were shifted to a new site on the island with
a view to raising turtles entirely in artificial growing tanks without
release of the turtles to sea areas for grazing purposes.
The original company ran into financial difficulties. The farm
was taken over by a company in which the shares are owned by a
West German business group, by the Commonwealth Development
Finance Company of London, and in small part by the Cayman
government (Fish Farming International 1979). Turtles raised at
this farm are processed when they are about four years old, and
10,000 or more turtles weighing approximately 100 pounds each
are supplied per year. The population of turtles on the farm fluc-
tuates between 40,000 and 80,000 depending upon the time of the
year and the emergence of hatchhngs.
Although the farm originally practiced ranching, the aim of the
farm was to advance to a closed-cycle operation with eggs being
supplied from breeding on the farm. The farm has been successful
in establishing the closed breeding cycle as a result of its husbandry
experiments—the first breakthrough came in 1973 when captive
wild stock mated, producing eggs and viable hatchlings. The farm
has been self-sufficient in egg supplies since 1978 (Fish Farming
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The farm seems to be relatively capital intensive, it requires a
high level of management, clean fresh seawater must be pumped
in large volumes (using powerful diesel engines) through the
holding tanks so as to replace their contents several times in one
day, and the turtles are fed on imported high-protein pellets (in
fact, imported from the United States) (Considine and Winberry
1978: 55). It is not a small-scale self-contained economic operation
that might assist development and employment in coastal commu-
nities in LDCs and provide a viable alternative to the harvesting
of wild turtles by their local communities. It would seem desirable
to develop less capital-intensive farming techniques which make
greater use of local materials in LDCs (cf. Weatherly and Cogger
1975; Raj 1977). More appropriate technology is required if small-
scale turtle farms are to be established in coastal communities of
LDCs. Nevertheless, the way is open for further development of
farming techniques. The possibility exists for turtles being hatched
and reared to yearlings at larger establishments and Ihen being
distributed to smaller farms for rearing to processing age.
Those conservationists who have supported turtle farming have
done so for two different reasons. One group sees httle chance of
turtles surviving in the wild. R. E. Schroeder expresses this view as
follows:
It became clear to us that no conventional conservation methods will
do much good in Central America. There is a population explosion
unmatched elsewhere in the world. Grinding poverty is the rule. Law
enforcement along the wild, primitive coasts is all but non-existent. The
number of nesting turtles falls markedly each year. (Bustard 1972: 183)
This pattern is repeated elsewhere and has led naturalists such as
Bustard to the view that the most effective method of conserving
the green turtle in the long term is to farm it (Bustard 1972: 186).
Apart from farming maintaining stocks of domesticated turtles,
some conservationists believe that farming will increase market
supplies of turtle products, depress prices, and reduce the taking
of turtles from the wild. It is theorized that successful farming op-
erations "could so flood the market with products that pressure
might be removed from wild turtles perhaps altogether" (Clayton100 Clem Tisdell
1975: 9). However, a consideration of simple market demand and
supply analysis indicates that the impact on the level of harvesting
from the wild could be small or of zero magnitude. The possibility
even exists that farming might stimulate demand sufficiently for
pressure on wild stocks to be raised rather than lowered. Indeed,
this possibility sufficiently concerns some conservationists for them
to oppose turtle farming.
If the supply curve of turtles from the wild is relatively inelastic,
a variation in the market price for captured turtles makes little
difference to their rate of capture in the wild. On the other hand,
if the supply curve is relatively elastic, a variation in the market
price of turtles has a considerable influence on the rate of capture
from the wild. (In reality, many turtles are destined for purely do-
mestic use or isolated local markets.)
If farming leads to an expansion in demand for turtle products
(as it may well do), it could in fact lead to a rise in market price
and place greater pressure on wild stocks. Products from the
Cayman Island turtle farm are exported primarily to developed
areas (Europe, the United States, and Japan), and attempts have
been made to expand markets there (Fish Farming International
1979).
Some of the theoretical possibilities can be illustrated by Fig-
ure 1. There AS^,- represents the supply curve of turtles from the
wild and ABST represents the total supply of turtles inclusive of
the supply from farms. Given that the market demand curve is
D^Di in the absence of farming, market equilibrium is established
at £i with a supply of Xi turtles per period. As a result of farming,
however, supplies expand, and equilibrium is established at £2-
Because the market price of turtle products is now lower, supply
of turtles from the wild falls from Xj to XQ while total supplies
expand to ^^3. The reduction in supply from the wild is relatively
small because the supply curve AS^ is relatively steep. However,
farming of turtles may bring with it an expansion in demand for
turtle products. In the case illustrated, the demand curve is shown
lo shift up from D^D^ to D2D2, and most of the expansion of de-
mand may be generated in more developed countries (MDCs). With
an upward shift in demand, market equilibrium shifts not from £1
to £2 but from Ej to £3. The equilibrium price of turtles rises, totalConflicts about Turtles and Dugong 101
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FIGURE 1. Possible influences of turtle farming on the supply and demand
curves for sea turtles.
supply expands and the number of turtles taken from the wild rises
from A*! to A"2 per period.
If farming does succeed in reducing the price of turtle products,
the commercial value of wild stocks of turtle will be reduced even
though turtles in the wild may continue to have existence value
and will be useful as a genetic reserve. However, farming by no
means guarantees the continuing existence o^ wild stocks.
Just how valuable natural stocks of turtles are from a purely
commercial point of view has not been determined. To what extent
does it pay to conserve stock to obtain future yields? If the growth
in the value of yield is sufliciently slow, then from a purely com-
mercial viewpoint it can pay to liquidate stocks (Clark 1976: 62).
From a global point of view, given the reproductivity rate of the
green turtle and even allowing for high levels of natural predation,
it seems likely from a purely commercial or utilitarian viewpoint
that at present there is a case to maintain natural stocks of green
turtles. By contrast, the slow rate of growth of populations of
dugong suggests that it may not be economic to maintain their
wild stocks if commercial or utilitarian considerations only are
taken into account.102 Clem Tisdell
The Dugong, Dugong dugon
The Dugong {Dugong dugon) is the sole living species of the family
Dugongidae. It inhabits shallow warm coastal waters of the Indian
and western Pacific oceans. This mammal is completely herbivorous
and lives on sea grasses. The major surviving population occurs in
Australian coastal waters from Shark Bay in Western Australia
around the north of the continent to Moreton Bay in Queensland.
The IUCN lists the dugong as an endangered species, and it is
said to be "nearly everywhere declining under human hunting pres-
sure" (Philip, Duke of Edinburgh, and Fisher 1970, p. 241). Its
numbers have been seriously reduced along the east African coast.
Some still occur in the Gulf of Kutch and the Andaman Islands, a
relict population exists in Sri Lankan waters where overhunling
has been marked, and a few are left in Burma and Malaysia. Some
occur in the Palau Islands, the Carolines, the Solomon Islands,
and the Marshall Islands, as well as around the coasts of New
Caledonia and New Guinea, but the major remaining population
is now in Australian waters, where the species is protected, except
that they can be taken by aboriginal people.
The meat of the dugong is very tasty, and it is sought after by
coastal people within its range. The human population explosion
in the Indian Ocean and the West Pacific, the advent of outboard
motors, the use of nylon nets, the desire for cash, the breakdown
of traditional tabus, and the failure of customs to adjust rapidly to
changing circumstances have all conspired to add greatly to hunting
pressures by traditional groups on the dugong. The case of the
Kiwai people, dugong hunters in the Torres Strait, Papua, as out-
lined elsewhere, can be used to illustrate the pattern of the rising
exploitation of dugong (Hudson 1983a, 1983b; Tisdell 1983).
Hudson points out the following:
With the introduction of new technology and a greater wish to par-
ticipate in the cash economy, the dugong taken hy the Kiwai people
of the northern Torres Strait increased by more than 100% in 20 years,
the largest increase in hunting level taking place in the mid-to-Iate
1970s. In 1981 the dugong catch fell dramatically and analysis of the
structure of the population of animals killed in the previous 3 years
caused grave concern over the viability of the exploited population.
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Despite the fact that the dugong is a national animal of Papua
New Guinea and can therefore only legally be hunled by traditional
methods for traditional purposes, its numbers in the northern Torres
Strait have continued to decline. Illegal hunting undoubtedly con-
tinues, and incidental as well as illegal capture in nets is taking its
toll. The population of dugong in the northern Torres Straits is
still going down (Brydget Hudson, personal communication, Dec-
ember 1983), despite the fact that the Kiwai people have set up the
Maza Wildlife Management Area and have suggested rules to ban
the hunting of dugong in this wildlife area. For one thing, dugong
move between reef areas and move into and out of the management
area, and are claimed by some Papuans to be taken in Australian
territory by Torres Strait Islanders who are Australian citizens
(Olewale and Sedu 1980). Undoubtedly the fugitive nature of the
dugong reduces the effectiveness of local zones or conservation
areas in protecting it, and in this case international cooperation is
needed (Eaton and Sinclair 1981: 17).
Heinsohn reports that daily movements by dugong of up to
25 km are common: "Animals move in towards shore with the rising
tide to feed; at low tide they rest or feed in deeper water. In calm
weather they move from sheltered into exposed waters" (1983,
p. 475). During the course of a year they may move their location
100 km or more. While they do not move the distance that turtles
do, they are nevertheless very mobile, and a large reserve would
appear to be needed to protect them effectively. The Great Barrier
Reef Marine Park off the Queensland coast is possibly of sufllcient
size to give the species protection. In the end, it seems possible that
the world's surviving stock of dugong will be confined to Australian
waters.
Sadleir (1970) suggests that it might be possible to farm dugong.
However, unlike the case of turtles, no progress has been made
toward Ihe farming of dugong. In fact, the dugong may be an un-
economic species given its slow rate of reproduction (cf. Clark 1976:
62). Reproductive maturity does not begin until 9-10 years and
may be as late as 15-17 years. "Pregnancy rates are very low and
the interval between the birth of calves in Queensland populations
is from 3 to 6 years. Individuals may reach an age of more than
50 years" (Heinsohn 1983, p. 476). There is a gestation period of
12 months. The female gives birth to a single calf that stays with104 Clem Tisdell
the mother for at least one year and for as long as two years. Since
the net reproduction rate of the population is low, the population
can only sustain very low rates of harvest.
Unfortunately, there is little ground for conserving the species if
the purely economic or utilitarian argument expounded by Clark
(1976: 62) is applied. It is, however, a beautiful and innocuous spe-
cies, and many conservationists in MDCs value its continued exis-
tence in the wild. This observation raises issues such as the extent
to which an LDC should conserve a species when it is not to its
economic advantage to do so. Some of these issues are taken up
later.
Aspects of Marine Parks and Zoning
The practice is growing in the Southeast Asian and Australasian
region of establishing marine parks and zoning their use. The largest
such marine park is the Great Barrier Reef Marine Park, of which
the Capricornia section has been declared and zoned. The Cairns
section (which was declared in late 1981) is now in the process of
being zoned. Marine parks are unlike national parks in that they
do not provide complete protection for all species—they provide
for controlled use of marine resources. The Great Barrier Reef
Marine Park Authority (GBRMPA) says that zones are needed "to
provide suitable areas for different activities, such as fishing, diving,
tourist day trips, boat anchoring, scientific research; to separate
conflicting activities; and to protect areas of particular significance,
such as the major breeding areas of reef animals" (GBRMPA 1982,
p. 2). Actual zoning is subject to a consultative political process.
The major part of the Capricornia section is a general use zone
where commercial fishing is allowed. There is very little restriction
on commercial fishing in the general use A zone, but trawling is
not allowed in the general use B zone, the smaller of the two, and
there is some restriction on navigation by vessels of greater than
500 tons. Still smaller is the Marine National Park area for pro-
tecting natural resources. This has an A zone (in which recreational
activities, limited recreational but not commercial fishing, and ap-
proved research are allowed) and a B zone that allows for public
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and collecting. There is also a single preservation zone in the Capri-
cornia section designed "to preserve areas in their natural state,
except for scientific research purposes, and to protect important
turtle and bird nesting sites" (GBRMPA 1982, p. 3). In addition,
certain areas are subject to periodically restricted use. These are
designated as replenishment areas and seasonal closure areas. In
replenishment areas, fishing and collecting may be prohibited for
hmited periods to enable resource stocks to regenerate. Seasonal
closure areas are intended to protect some areas in which birds
and turtles nest from human intrusion during the nesting season.
Permits for particular activities may be required in some zones
(GBRPMA 1982). Approximately 80% of the Capricornia area is
without restriction except that mining and commercial spearfishing
are prohibited.
The extent to which economic factors are taken into account in
drawing up the zoning plan is unknown. However, GBRPMA is
required to call for and take into account representations from the
public on at least two occasions during the development of the
zoning plan. To what extent do factors considered by some econo-
mists to be important in the economics of politics influence the
final zoning adopted? To what extent can economics contribute to
the planning of optimal zones? How, in fact, are conflicts between
users of the reef area settled?
It might be noted that the GBRMPA has no jurisdiction above
the low-water mark. The Great Barrier Marine Park is under the
joint control of the Australian commonwealth government and the
government of Queensland, but all territory (except for a limited
number of commonwealth-owned islands) above the low-water
mark is under the independent control of the Queensland govern-
ment. Given the presence of ecological interdependence, some con-
servationists feel that it would be desirable to incorporate relevant
terrestrial areas directly into the resource management area of the
marine park. There is an intention to incorporate land areas in
Ningaloo Marine Park in Ihe reel region of North West Cape in
Western Australia (National Parks Authority 1983). Marine and
terrestrial management of resources is planned. The marine section
of the park will encompass approximately 5,000 km-. It contains
important breeding grounds .or turtles, and dugong are present in106 Clem Tisdell
the area, as in the Great Barrier Reef Marine Park. It is proposed
that the marine section be zoned into three general categories-
general use (54%), sanctuary (9.3%), and recreation (36.7%). with
recreational areas further subdivided according to type of recrea-
tion to be allowed (National Parks Authority 1983). Commercial
fishing will be allowed in the general use zone but not in the re-
creation zone nor in the sanctuary. The sanctuary is to be left in
its natural state undisturbed by man.
These two marine parks merely provide examples ofthe growing
importance of zoning as an instrument of marine resource use in
the Southeast Asia and Australia region and suggest the need for
economists to consider zoning more seriously as a means of re-
source allocation. It mighl be pointed out that tourism is affected by
zoning, and its environmental impact may be controlled by it. In
this respect, it is worthwhile considering the Master Plan or SCETO
Report for tourist development in Bali, Indonesia (Daroesman 1973;
Tisdell 1984).
Concluding Observations
Confiicts over the use of marine resources within countries in the
region, between countries inside the area, and with countries out-
side of it can be expected to intensify. For example, within countries
there is conflict between commercial, subsistence, and recreational
fisherman over the use of fishing resources. Furthermore, national
fishermen sometimes see foreign fishing vessels, either fishing just
outside the Exclusive Economic Zone (EEZ) or exploiting leases in
defined areas within the EEZ in a way that threatens the available
fish stocks. Conservationists, both those hoping for better manage-
ment of commercial stocks and those interested in conservation for
conservation's sake, come into conflict with some fishing groups,
urban developers, and tourist promoters. Such conflicts cannot be
expected to lessen with economic development because develop-
ment raises the value of natural resources.
We need to consider the extent to which the rate of exploitation
of marine resources in this region exceeds that justified by national
economic self-interest and to search for practical policies to rectify
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being managed to the best economic advantage of the whole region?
In fact, there seem to be some such resources (turtles appear to be
one) and international cooperation is needed to organize regional
management policies regulating their use.
International conflict, however, may (and does) exist in the con-
servation of fugitive resources. Australia, for example, is in a posi-
tion to conserve breeding grounds and mature stocks of some
marine species that appear to migrate to Southeast Asia and parts
of the Western Pacific. To what extent should Australia be expected
to protect such species if it is not in its narrow economic interest
to do so? Again, to what extent should LDCs be expected to pro-
tect marine species and reefs when the main beneficiaries are in
MDCs? Distributional questions are involved, but these matters
should not be insuperable stumbling blocks to greater conserva-
tion even though questions of foreign aid are involved -they cer-
tainly should not be a reason for failing to carry our conservation
management programs that are in the narrow economic national
interest (Pearson and Pryor 1978; Tisdell 1983). Marine parks and
zoning are being increasingly used in the Southeast Asian and
Austraiian region as a management technique. Economists need to
investigate factors in zoning and the economic justification for
zoning. In the past, this type of marine management has been left
solely to biologists and ecologists (IUCN 1976).
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